To design reliable structures, extreme pressures and peak factors are required. In many applications of Wind Engineering, their statistical analysis has to be performed taking into account the non-Gaussianity of the wind pressures. With the increasing precision and sampling frequency of pressure sensors, large short and local peak events are more usually captured. Their relevance is naturally questioned in the context of a structural design.
Introduction
The setup made by [Blaise et al (2017) ] consists of a square plan-form low-rise building (sides of 45 m and a height of 25 m), uniformly instrumented by 121 pressure taps in a quarter of its roof (see Figure 1(a) ), sampled at 500 Hz. The model is placed at an incidence of 45° in the atmospheric boundary layer test section of the wind tunnel (WT) of the University of Liege. Scaling parameters are: L = 1/100 (geometry), U = 1/3.5 (velocity) and T = 1/28.6 (time). Every measurement is converted in full scale. A total of 13 h of measurement has been taken in the WT, corresponding to 371.8 h full scale. This long information allows to draw precise PDF tail, necessary to study the extreme values. The flow around this low-rise building is characterized by corner vortices, that roll in a cone shape. The 2 cones on both corners have a main axis, recognizable by in the ridgelines of the standard deviation of the pressure coefficient (C p ) , in Figure 1 (b) . Figure 1 (c) shows a map of the mean value of peak factor of the pressure coefficient µ g (C p ) , the highest values happening were the vortex cone touches the roof. 
Results and conclusions
By going through the taps along the corner, the two bumps are getting closer and merge, mode 2 becoming more and more important compared to mode 1. The method proposed by [Cook (2016) ] is not robust anymore to identify initial values of the fitting algorithm. By looking at the autocorrelation function in Figure 3(b) , the shape shows a break between two exponential decay functions, at around 0.4 s. This suggests also a decomposition in 2 modes, as before: (i) the turbulent background of mode 1 with a longer memory time than (ii) mode 2. The value of the autocorrelation at the origin is the variance. Variances of both modes are identified and are used in the PDF decomposition algorithm, to make it more robust (see Figure 3(a) ). The same procedure is done using the triple correlation (with 2 delays) to decompose skewness of both modes. Figure 3(c) shows the map of the relative importance of variances of modes 1 and 2. Mode 1 is more present at the extremities of the vortex cone. Once PDFs are decomposed, one can access the statistical properties of a given mode. It allows to correct the value of skewness and kurtosis used in the extreme value model of [Kareem and Zhao (1994) ]. More precise estimation of peak factor is then obtained, compared to those obtained with the whole PDF, not robust in the model because of its strong non-Gaussianity.
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